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Your Flex & Frames Redundancy 

The Frames team members have all been served notice of Compulsory redundancy. This means they have difficult choices to 

make: a Voluntary Paid Leaver scheme or retrain as an external engineer or face compulsory redundancy. 

The problem is that the business is not being honest about the Frames work. Although it has massively reduced, it's still there, 

and guess what? Service Delivery team members will now be picking up Frames tasks. In fact, some of you have been doing 

this for some time. What you will see as SD engineers will be getting BMR (Bulk Migration Frames tasks), Compaction Frames 

tasks, as well as BAU frames tasks, and some of you may like this type of work. 

The impact it will have on you and your flex is the real question. It is now that the Task Force machine will be looking to PIN 

your tasks right up until you sign off. You may have +6 hours flex, but I'm not sure how you will ever manage this down, as a 

Frames task is on average 13 to 15 minutes, so you can get this short duration task pinned to you by the machine at the end of 

the day just as you were thinking, "I will flex off by a few minutes and get home early for a change." 

Previously, most field tasks were a minimum of over 30 

minutes, and if you had +6 hours in your flex pot, you 

would just get a “Ring Control” message toward the end 

of the day, so you had the choice: do I work on or flex 

off? 

Check your Flex! If you are on +6, check any job you get 

near the end of the day. Was it manually pinned or was it 

machine-driven? Make sure your flex just doesn’t disap-

pear. Make sure you know how flex works, and remem-

ber, flex is the ownership of you, the engineer, NOT 

OPENREACH and NOT YOUR MANAGER. Lastly, please 

support those Frames engineers making tough decisions, 

and remember how they treat them could be how they 

treat you.  

Career Pathways 

Remember that Senior Directors in Openreach committed to having Career Pathway options 

within Openreach Field. This all feels a little stagnated at present, especially with the number of 

Voluntary Paid Leaver options in different parts of Openreach. But remember, it's nearly time 

for “Your Say” or equivalent. Ask the question: what is my line of business doing for me? What 

options are out there and how do I access them? It doesn’t matter what part of the BT Group 

you are in; ask the question: How do I get better skills? Where are the opportunities? 

If you are in Openreach, ask your manager for a copy of the career pathway. If they can't show 

you one, let us know - what division, what work stream. If you are in a BT Group business, still 

ask the question and let us know what reply you get. If not, you know how to mark the survey, 

don’t  you! 
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